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PART- A

This part, containing 70 questions of ONE mark each, is to be attempted
by all the candidates.

1. logob =
logoc

(A) logea . (B) 10gbc (C) 10gba (D) logeb

2. The sum of the interior angles of a convex polygonofn sides is:
(A) 4 rightangles (B) (2n-4) right angles
(C) 2n rightangles (D) (n+2)right angles

3. The equationof a straight line'is3x-2y+12=O. The interceptmade by the straight
line on the x-axis is:
(A) -4 (B) -2 (C) 3 (D) 12

4. The scalarproduct of the vectors 21+ 3J and ?I-2J is:
(A) -2 (B) 0 . (C) 2 (D) 3

5. One of the solutions of the equation 3tan2 X - 8tanx + 5=0 is:
(A)0 (B) 182 (C)1tI4 (D) (..J3)/2

6. From the Descartest s rule of signstthe number of negativeroots of th~equation
x3-23~+62 x-40=0 is: . .

(A) 0 (B) 1 (C) 2 (D) 3 .

7. Lt

(
1

)

n

1+- -
n~oo n .

(A) 0 (B) 1 (C)e. (D) 7t

8. The perimeterofa rectangle is P. If the area of the rectangleis to be a maximumtits
sides will be: .

(A) PIlOt4Pll 0 (B) PI8t3PI8 (C) PI6t2PI6 (D) P14,PI4

9.
If f(xty) = ln~x2 + l , thepartialderivativeaf =ax

y.' x

(B) 2 2 (C) ~2 2X +y x+y

x

(A) x~+ y
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10. The differential"equationof the familyof curvesl =4ax is:
dy 4'£1" dy 2 dy 2a

(A) .~=- (B) _=L (C) -=~
dx l dx 4a dx y

(D) dy =L
dx 2a

11. If the generatorin a hydel powerstation is a 6-polemachine,to obtain a frequencyof
50 Hz, the generatoris to be run at a synchronousspeedof:
(A) 50 rpm (B) 300 rpm (C}600 rpm. (0) 1000rpm

12. If the specificresistance of a materialis p, the resistanceR of a wire of cross-
sectional areaA and length L, in consistentunits, is: "

(A) R=pA/L (B) R=AI(pL) (C) R=pL/A (0) R=.L/(pA)

13. The calorificvalueof a fuel is determinedusing a:
(A) bombcalorimeter (B) watt-hourmeter (C) megger (0) variac

14. The powerconsumed in kW by a resistive load of 52.9Q connected across230 V
supply is:
(A) 0.01 (B) 0.1 (C) 1 (D) 10

15. A rotameteris an instrumentusedfor measuring:
(A) rotationalspeed (B) frequency (C) flowrate (D) heat flux

16. The materialpair in a Type-T thermocoupleis:
(A) cadmium-sulphur (B) copper-constantan
(C) iron-constantan (D) chromel..aluIriel

17. For the heatingof buildings in coldclimates, the mosteconomicalmethodis to use a:
(A) steam-heatingcoil (B) heat pump

(C) electricalheating coil (D) furnacefiredwith o,il

18. The refrigerantcommonly used in domestic refrigeratorsandfreezers at the present
time is:
(A) Rll (B) R12 (C) R123 (D) R134a

19. For an idealgas, the constant pressureand constantvolumespecific heatsare:

(A) constants
(B) functionsof pressure alone
(C) functionsof temperaturealone
(D) functionsof pressure and temperature

20. Of the followingquantities, the quantitythat is a path function is:
(A) internalenergy (B) heat
(C) pressure (0) enthalpy
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21. Zeroth law of thennodynamics pennits the measurement of the following quantity
with a calibratedmeasuringinstrument:
(A) pressure (B) specificyolume
(C) temperature (D) drynessfraction

22. The law of conservation of energy of mechanics is a special case of the first law of
thermodynamicsfor a systemwhen:
(A) the heat and work interactionsare zero (B) the heat interaction is zero
(C) the work interactionis zero (D) the working mediumis an ideal gas

23. A perfectgas of mass 2 kg undergoesan isothermalexpansion. If the heat suppliedto
the gas in this process is 4 kJ, the work output fromthe process in kJ is:
(A)0.5 (B) I . (C)2 (D)4

24. In a reversibleconstantpressureheating processcarriedout at 2.5 bar, the change in
enthalpyof a substance is foundto be 25 kJ. Theheat supplied in kJ is:
(A) 2.5 (B) 10 (C) 25 (D) 62.5

25. When 180kJ of heat is suppliedto 5 kg of gas contained in a closed vessel,the gas
rises in temperaturefrom 25°Cto 75°C.The constantvolume specific heat of the gas,
treated as constant, in kJ/(kg.K)is: .
(A) 0.68 (B) 0.72 (C) 0.76 (D) 0.80

26. A gas undergoesexpansionfrom a pressure of 5 bar and specific volume0.24 m3/kg
to a pressureof I bar and specificvolume 0.83 m3/kg.The polytropic indexof
expansionis:
(A) 1.2 (B) 1.3 (C) 1.4 (D) 1.6

27. If the thermalefficiencyof a Carnotengine workingbetween the temperaturelimits
600 K and300 K is to be raisedby 20%, the sourcetemperature is to be increasedto:
(A) 650 K (B) 750 K (C) 800K (D) 850 K

28. An ice blockof temperature273 K and of mass I kg melts and becomeswaterat
273 K. If the latent of fusionof ice is 336 kJ/kg, the entropy change in this process in
kJ/(kg.K)is:
(A) 0.81 (B) 1.23 (C) 1.62 (D) 2.46

29. For a thermodynamiccycle consistingof irreversibleprocesses, the secondlaw, with
the integralsign below denotingcyclic integral, can be expressed, with usual
notation,as:

(A) I(dQ/1)<O (B) IcdQ/1)=O (C) I(dQ/T»O (D) I(dQ/T)~O

..
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30. In aDirreversibleisothermal processcarried out at a temperature 'of 500 K, the heat
supplied is 1000J. The differ~ncebetweenthe final an initialentropies in J/Kis:
(A) lessthan1 . (B) lessthanor equalto 2
(C) less than2 (D) greaterthan 2

31. Regenerativefeedwater heating'is employed in a thermalpower plant in orderto:
(A) improvethe turbine work output (B) increasethe dryness fractionof steam. .

(C) decreasethe pump power input (0) improvethe thermal efficiency

32. In the Rankinecycle, t~e reason for emplo,yingdry expansionis that:
(A) wet expansiondoes not result in sufficiently lowerpressures
(8) wet expansionhas practicalproblems
(C) wet expansionsuperheats the exit steam
(0) wet expansiondecreases the efficiency

33. The main advantageof the binaryvapourcycle is the:
(A) increasedpump work (8) increasedthermal efficiency
(C) increasedvacuum after expansion (0) heat supplyat constant volume

34. The blade passagesin the latter stagesof a steam turbineare larger mainlybecauseof
the:
(A) largermass flow rate (B) lower speedof rotation
(C) largerspecificvolume (0) lowervacuumin the condenser

35. The boiler feedpump in a thermalpowerplant is usuallyof the followingtype:
(A) multistageaxial flow (B) single stagemixed flow
(C) multi-vane (D) multistagecentrifugal

36. The numberof feed water heaters employedin a steampower plant is usually:
(A) 4-8 (B) 12-16 (C) 20-25 (0) 40-50

37. Air with a densityof 1.2 kg/m3entersthe inlet of a compressorthrough a cross-
sectional areaof 20 cm2and with a velocityof 5 m/s. At the outlet to the compressor,
the cross-sectionalarea is 5 m2andthe velocity is 4 m/s. The density of air at the
outlet in kg/m3is:
(A) 1.2 (B) 4 (C) 5 (0) 6

..I

38. The spacebetweentwo parallelplates is filled with a fluid.The force requiredto drag
one of the platesat a velocity of 1m/sparallel to the otherplate which is fixedis
foundto be 1N per m2area of the plate. If the plate separati@ndistance is 1mm,the
dynamic viscosityof the fluid in Pa.s is: .

(A) 0.001 (B) 0.01 (C) 0.1 (0) I
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39. A streamlineis a line at every point of which is:

(A) the velocity perpendicularto the line
(B) the vorticity tangentialto the line
(C)the velocity tangentialto the line
(D) the circulation tangentialto the line

40. Where fluid movement is effected with externalagents like pumps and blowers, the
magnitude of the following dimensionles~number tells us whether the fluid flow is
laminaror turbulent:
(A) Marangoninumber (B) Grashofnumber
(C) Reynoldsnumber (D) Rayleighnumber

41. In a duct at a cross-section,the pressure,velocityand elevation (withreferenceto a
datum)are respectively 100kPa, 10mls and 4 m, respectively.If the densityof the
fluid is 1000kg/m3and gravitationalaccelerationis 10mls2,the total headin m at
this locationis:
(A) 5 (B) 19 (C) 100 (D) 1000

42. A forceof 100kN is appliedto a plate to puncha squarehole of side 10mm in a
plate of thickness 5 mm. The average shear stressin the plate in kN/mm2 is:
(A) 0.01 (B) 0.5 (C) 5 (D) 500

43. Assumingthat the action of an axial load on a bar of area A, length L andmodulus of
elasticityE is like a force appliedto a tension spring,the stiffnessof the bar is:
(A) EU (B) ELlA (C) UIE (D) EAIL

44. The solution of problemsrelated to statically indeterminatestructures requires, apart
fromthe equations of equilibrium,additionalequationsrelated to the:
(A) stresses (B) displacements
(C) moduliof elasticity (D) Poisson's ratios

45. A bar of uniform cross-sectionalarea A and lengthL is subjectedto an axial tensile
stress cr.The bar undergoesa longitudinalstrainof E.The strain energystored in the
bar is:
(A) (crEAL)/2 (B) (~AL) I(AE) (C) 2crEAL (D) (cr2AL)1(2AE)

46. Cantilever-1carries a triangular load that increases from zero at the fixed end to a
maximum at the free end. Cantilever-2 is also loaded with a similar triangular load
except that the load decreases linearly from the fixed to the free end. Then the
maximumbending momentoccursat the:
(A) centreof the beam for cantilever-1 (B) fixedend of cantilever-I
(C) fixedend of cantilever-2 (D) centreof the beam for cantilever-2..
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47. A bar of diameterd and modulusq(elasticity E is placed o~er a ~olidcylinderof
diameterD such that their axes are at right anglesand is bentsuch th~tpartof the bar
deforms into a circular arc. The bending stress in the bent portion'ofthe bar is:
(A) E(D+d)ld (B) E(D+d)ID (C) EDI(D+d) (D) Edl(D+d)

48. A cantileverbeam of flexuralrigidityEI and lengthL carries a load P at the free end.

The an¥leof rotation of the free end is: .

(A) PL 1(2El) (B) 2PL2/(3El) (C) 1tPL2/(2El) (D) 1tPL2/(3El)

49. The polar momentof inertiaof a very thin hollowtubeof average radiusr and wall
thickness t is approximate!y: '

(A) 21trP (B) 21t?f (C) 21tr3t (D) 21tr312tl12

50. The Young's modulus for a steel is 200 GPa and the Poisson's ratio is 0.25. The
modulusof rigidity of steel in GPawill be: '

(A) 20 (B) 40 (C) 60 (D) 80

51. Compared to a solid shaft transmitting power, a hollow shaft of the same length,
same outer radius and the samematerial will have:
(A) more shear stress but muchmorereduction in weight
(B) less shear stress and higherangle of rotation
(C) less shear stress and lowerangleof rotation
(D) lessshearstressandlowerweight '

52. A body of mass m movingat a velocity of v collideswith a body of the samemass at
rest. After the impact, the two bodies adhere to each other and move. The loss of
kinetic energy in the collision is:
(A) (mv2)/8 (B)(niv2)/6 (C) (mv2)/4 (D)(mv2)/2

53. The angleof an inclinedplane on which a block is resting is gradually increased.If
the coefficientof friction betweenthe block and the plane is J.l,the angleof the
inclinedplane at which the blockwill start sliding is:
(A) tan-1J.l (B) tan-I(l/J.l) (C) sin-1J.l (D) sin-I(l/J.l)

54. A disc of polar mass moment of inertial f, spinning in a vertical plane at an angular
velocity ro,precesses with an angular velocity ropin the horizontal plane. The torque

being agplied to the shaft carrying the disc is:
(A) fro3 ropl12 (B) fro/lro' (C) fro2!rop (D) lrorop

.
55. If the side thrust on the guide is to be limited to the frictional force betweenthe cam

and followersurfaces, this can be done by usinga:
(A) flat-facefollower . (B) knife-edgefollower
(C) followerwith circular roller (D) followerwith elliptical roller

56. A gearwheel of module 8 mm has 64 teeth. Thepitch circle diameter in mm is:
(A) 8 (B) 64 (C) 512 (D)4096
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57. When a govemoris--incquilibriumfor only OReradius of rotation of the govemor
balls, the governor is said to be:
(A) hunting (B) over-sensitive (C) isochronous (D) stable

58. If a balancing mass cannot be introduced in the same plane of rotation of the
disturbingmass,then: .

(A) four balancing masses are to be introducedin anotherplane
(B) three balancingmasses must be introduced in three other planes
(C) two balancingmasses can be introducedin two other planes
(D) the system cannot be balanced

59. With reference to a locomotivewheel, the term "hammer-blow"refers to:

(A) unbalancedforce resultingfrom the reciprocatingparts of the engine
(B) unbalanced force resulting from the rotating parts of the engine
(C) the maximumvariationof the wheel load from the mean
(D) the maximumload that can be supportedby the suspensionsystem

60. The frequencyof transversevibrationsof a shaft due to its own weight is 1000per
minute. The frequencyunder the actionof aload on a weightless shaft is 1500
vibrationsper minute. The frequency in vibrationsper minute when the load acts on
the shaft is:
(A) 832 (B) 964 (C) 998 (D) 1096

61. A specimen is to be tested for hardnesswith a Brinell's hardness tester. If the
diameter of the ball is 10mm and the materialof the test specimen is steel, the
approximate load to be employedin kN is:
(A) 10 (B) 20 (C) 30 (D) 40

62. The carbon precipitatingfrom austeniteupon slow cooling is in the form of:
(A) diamond (B) graphite (C) sodium carbonate (D) cementite

63. A plain carbon steel containingmore than 0.83% of carbon is called:
(A) hypo-eutectic (B) hyper-eutectic (C) hypo-eutectoid (D) hyper-eutectoi~

64. A cast iron in which the graphite is present in the form of sphericalparticles is:
(A) nodular cast iron (B) grey cast iron (C) white cast iron (D) fluid iron

65. Admiralty brass is made by alloyingstandardbrass with the followingmetal:
(A) aluminium (B) tin (C) magnesium (D) zinc

..
66. A drilling machine in which the spindle can be positioned over a work fastened to a

stationary base is called:
(A) a radial drilling machine (B) a fixed bed drilling machine
(C) a vertical drilling machine (D) an upright drilling machine
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67. In an engine lathe, the dead center is used in the spindleof the:
(A) headstock (B) tailstock--(€)feed-screw (D) thread cutting mechanism

68. An arbor is to cutting tools is as a mandrel is to:
(A) work (B) bed (C) knee (D) arm

69. The followingoperation is done to providea proper hand grip on cylindricalparts:
(A) spot-facing (B) undercutting (C) knurling (D) overcutting

70. The purpose of providinga back rake angle in a cuttingtool is:
(A) to control the feed of the tool (B) to fix the tool to its holder
(C) to prevent rubbing of work and tool (0) to guidethe chip flow

-
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PART - B

In Part B, there are TWO Sections. Each Section contains 30 questions of ONE mark each.
Attemptonly ONE of these two Sections(SectionA is expected to be answeredby the Mechanical
Engineeringcandidatesand SectionB by the AutomobileEngineering candidates).
Indicatethe Sectionattempted by darkenim!the appropriatebubble in the Answer Sheet.

SECTION A: MECHNICAL ENGINEERING

71. Air of mass 1 kg is heatedfrom 300 K to 600 K in a constant pressureprocess.The
constant pressure specificheat for air may be taken as 1 kJ/(kg.K).The change in
entropy during this process in kJ/(kg.K) is:
(A) -0.693 (B) -0.301 (C) 0.301 (D) 0.693

72. For air, the characteristicgas constant is 287 J/(kg.K) and the ratio of specificheats is
1.4. The velocity of sound in air at a temperatureof 14.6°C,in mis, is:
(A) 280 (B) 300 (C) 320 (D) 340

73. If a dye particle injected intoan unsteadyflow field is photographedwith a
continuous exposurecamera, the imageof the particle will be:
(A) streamline (B) pathline (C) streakline (D) vortex line

74. At a location, duct-l branches intoduct-2and duct-3 discharging into the same
chamber. Duct-2 is oflarger lengththan duct-3 but is of the same cross-sectionalarea
as duct-3. If Qt, Q2and Q3are the volumetricflow rates of an incompressiblefluid
through the correspondingducts, the followingis true:
(A) QZ<Q3<QI (B) QI<QZ<Q3 (C) Q2<QI<Q3 (D) Q3<QZ<QI

75. The surface tension of soap solutionis 0.025N/m. The pressure excess in a soap
bubble of diameter 0.1 m, over that of the atmosphere, in Pa, is:
(A) 0.0025 (B) 0.1 (C) 0.25 (D) 1

76. In tank towing experimentscarried out to find the resistance to ships, the followjng
number is important:
(A) Froude number (B) Weber number
(C) Jacob number (D) Mach number

77. A tank has an orifice of area 4xl 0-4mZ.The head of water above the orifice is 2 m.

Neglectinj friction,the dischargethroughthe orifice in m3/swill be:
(A) 5xlO . (B) 2.5xlO-3 (C) 5xlO-3 (D) 0.025

78. In a circular pipe, the axial velocityis foundto vary with radius as u = CI ; + Cz
whereCIandCzareconstants.Theflowinthepipeis: '.

(A) turbulent (B) steady laminar (C) unsteady (D) time-periodic

..
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79. Pipe-2 carries twice the volumetricflow rate of water comparedto pipe-I. The cross-
sectional areas of both the pipes are the same. Assuming turbulent flow and rough
pipes, if the pressure drop in both the pipes is to be the same, the length of pipe-2 is
to be:
(A) one-fourththat of pipe-l
(C) twice that of pipe-l

(B) one-half that of pipe-l

(D) four times that of pipe-l

80. Head losses in valves and fittings are often expressed in terms of a:
(A) static pressurehead (B) velocity head
(C) elevation head (D) total head

81. In a rotodynamic machine, the losses occurring in the impeller and in the casing due
to friction and separation are accounted for by the following efficiency:
(A) mechanical efficiency (B) overall efficiency

(C) impeller efficiency (D) hydraulic efficiency

82. A centrifugal pump of impeller diameter 0.5 m runs at 500 rpm. The volume flow
rate through a geometricallysimilarpump of impeller diameter 0.25 m and running at
1000rpm will be:
(A) 25% of the former
(C) equal to that of the first pump

(8) 50% of the former
(D) 150%of the former

83. For maximumhydraulicefficiencyof a Pelton turbine, the ratio of the absolutejet
velocity to the bucket speedshouldbe:
(A) 0.25 (8) 0.5 (C) 1 (D) 2

84. In a Pelton wheel workingundera head of 30 m, the absolutejet velocity is 24.3 mis,
the bucket speed is 12.1mls and the angle of deflectionof the jet is 160°.The
hydraulic efficiency is:
(A) 93% (B) 95% (C) 97% (D) 99%

85. In practice, the maximumnumberof jets that can be used in a Peltonturbine
installation is limitedto typically:
(A) 2 (8) 6 (C) 9 (D) 12

86. If a reaction water turbine is to be installed above the tail race without loss of
effective head, it should be fitted with:
(A) a speed governor
(C) inlet guide vanes

(B) a draft tube
(D) a chain and sprocketmechanism

87. The term "blowby" refers to:

(A) backflowof the refrigerantin the AC system into the condenser
(B) fuel-air mixture leakingpast the piston rings into the crank case
(C) exhaust leavingthe muffler into the atmosphere
(D) blast of air used for makingthe glass panels of the automobile
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88. In the power stroke of a spark ignitionengine,the force comingon the piston in kN is
typically:
(A) 15 (B) 45 (C) 75 (D) 100

89. In a compressionignitionengine, the maximumpressure differencein atmospheresto
which the piston ringsare subjected is typically:
(A) 10 (B) 25 (C) 40 (D) 70

90. In an internal combustion engine, the lubricant splashed on to the cylinder walls is
scrapedoff by:
(A)Neoprene O-rings (B)compressionrings
(C) Teflon rings (D) oil control rings

91. The air cycle refrigerationworks on reversed:
(A) Carnotcycle (B) Ericsson's cycle (C) Joule's cycle (D) Stirlingcycle

92. In modem V-engines,the angle (in degrees)betweenthe two cylinderrows is
typically:
(A) 30 (B) 45 . (C) 60 (D) 90

93. In an adiabatic engine, some of the parts exposedto high temperaturegas are coated
with:
(A) ceramic (B) cadmium (C) lead (D) solder

94. The typical air-fuelratio for a diesel engineworkingat full load is:
(A) 5:1 (B) 10:1 (C) 15:1 (D) 20:1

95. Duringa test, an engineruns at an angularspeedof250 radiansper secondwhen the
brake load is 200 N and the arm radius is 0.5 m. The brake powerof the engine in kW
under this condition is:
(A) 5 (B) 20 (C)25 (D) 50

96. Theaxial spring force in a plate clutch is 5 kN and the coefficientof friction is 0.3. If
the mean radius of the friction surface is 0.1m and the angular speedof transmission.
is 200 rad/s, the power transmittedin kW is:
(A) 10 (B) 20 (C) 30 (D) 50

97. A spark-ignitionenginewith a normalcompressionratio is likelyto use a fuel with
an octane rating of:
(A) 74 (B) 87 (C)93 (D) 101

..
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98. The following is true with regard to the octane and cetane ratings of internal
combustionengine fuels:
(A) the fuel bums faster as the octane and cetanenumbers increase
(B) the fuel bums sloweras the octane and cetanenumbers increase
(C) the fuel bums faster as the octane numberdecreasesand cetanenumber increases
(D) the fuel bums sloweras the octane numberdecreases and cetane number
increases

99. In an engine, the heat rejectionrate to the coolingwater is 35 kW, whilethe flow rate
of water is 1.5kg/soThe differencebetweenthe inlet and outletwater temperatures,
in degreesCelsius, is:
(A) 5.6 (B) 15.1 (C) 18.9 (D) 25.6

100. The pour-pointof a fuel is the temperatureat which:
(A) the fuel gives off vapoursthat ignite (B) the water in the fuel evaporates
(C) the fuel ceases to flow freely (D) the fuel producesdepositson the valves

.
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SECTION B: AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING

71. If firing impulse occurs for every
automotiveengine, the engine is a:
(A) three-cylinderengine
(C) five-cylinderengine

144 degrees of the crankshaft rotation in an

(B) four-cylinderengine
(0) six-cylinderengine

72. The function of a rocker arm in automotiveengine is to:

(A) transmit the motionof the pistonto crankshaft
(B) circulate the coolant in the radiator
(C) maintain adhesionbetweenthe tyres and road
(D) transmit the motion of the earnto the inlet or outlet valve

73. A firing order usuallyemployedfor an inlinesix-cylinderautomotiveengine is:
(A) 1-5-3-6-2-4 (B) 1-2-3-6-5-4
(C) 1-2-3-4-5-6 (D) 1-3-2-6-4-5

74.' If the firing order of an inlinefour-cylinderengine is 1-3-4-2,then a pistonpair
moving together is:
(A) 1-2 (B) 3-4 (C) 1-3 (0) 2-3

75. The need for a suitablefiring order in a multi-cylinderautomotiveengine is to:

(A) achieve better coolingof the cylinderheads and the pistons
(B) to reduce fuel consumptionand effect economy in the running cost
(C) to distributethe power strokesevenly along the crankshaft
(0) allow sufficienttime delay for the actuation ofthe firing devices

76. In an adiabatic engine:

(A) both the temperatureand efficiencyare lower
(B) both the temperatureand efficiencyare higher
(C) temperature is lowerbut the efficiencyis higher
(0) temperature is higherbut the efficiencyis lower

77. The brake power outputs of two engines A and B of the same size and operatingon
the same fuel are 7 and 5 kW, respectively.Then it is likely that:
(A) A is two-stroke,B is four-stroke
(B) A is four-stroke,B is two-stroke
(C) Both A and B are two-stroke
(0) Both A and B are four-stroke

78. If the valves in an engine are actuatedby a pushrod, the camshaft is usually located
inside the
(A) crankcase (B) cylinderblock (C) oil pump (0) outletmanifold
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79. In engines burning compressednaturalgas, the pressure inside the naturalgas storage
cylinder in bar is typically:
(A) 2.5 (8) 25 (C) 60 (D) 200

80. To obtain the same power output from an engine burning liquefiedpetroleumgas as
that burning petrol, the compressionratio is usually:
(A) increasedby 50% (B) halved
(C) doubled (D) trebled

81. The followingengine is a rotary combustionengine:
(A) Ford V-6 engine (B) VolkswagenBeetle
(C) GeneralMotors Chevrolet (D) NSU Wankel

82. The following is a catalystused in catalytic converters:
(A) magnesium (B) platinum (C) potassium (0) sodium

83. The octane rating of premiumpetrol is:
(A) 75 (8) 87 (C) 89 (0)92

. 84. The approximatechemical formulaof petrol is:
(A) C4HlO (B) C6H14 (C) CSHlS

85. In a diesel engine employinga commonrail system:

(A) a rail ofI-section passes throughthe lengthof the engine
(8) the lubricatingoil is suppliedto all the requiredparts through a commonrail
(C) the fuel is distributedto the injectorsfrom a pressurizedcommonrail
(D) the displacement is commonto all the pistons in the various cylinders

86. A spark-ignitionengine in which a rich mixture is admitted into the pre-combustion
chamberand a lean mixture intothe cylinder is called a:
(A) stratifiedcharge engine (8) twin-driveengine

(C) cooperativefuel researchengine (D) dual-pressureengine

87. The main feature of a DigitalTwin Spark-Ignition(DTSI) engine is that:

(A) two electronic digital controllersare used to controlthe fuel supply
(B) two spark plugs are usedto ignitethe charge
(C) two engines with a commoncrankshaftare tandem-compounded
(D) two fuel injectorsdirect the fuelonto the inlet valve

- 88. An engine with a cylinderof stroke85 mm and bore 100mm is usuallyreferredto as:
(A) high-octaneengine (8) over-heatengine
(C) over-squareengine (0) high-boreengine
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89. Sending the air-fuel mixture leaking into the crankcaseback through the engine for
re-burning is called:
(A) NOx,e,nissioncontrol
(C) leakagecontrol

(B) crankcaseemission control
(D) re-burningcontrol

90.. A characteristicof petrol-enthanolbl~nd"~omparedto pure petrol, is that its:
(A) octane rating is higher (B) calorificvalue is higher
(C) flash point is higher (D) flue gashas more carbon monoxide

91. The followingsprings in the frictiondisc absorb the shock of engagement,when the
clutch is suddenlyengaged:
(A) helical tension springs
(C) elastic rods

(B) helicalcompressionsprmgs
(D) cushionsprings

92. In an automobile,the torque of the engine is 300 N.m. If the rear-axle reductionratio
is 5 to 1 and the transmissionefficiencyis 80%, the torque in N.m at the roadwheels
in the top gear is:
(A) 48 (B) 75 (C) 1200 (D) 1875

93. The rotationalspeedof an automobileengine is 3000revolutionsper"minute(rpm). If
the second gear ratio is 1.5,the speedin rpm of the rear wheels when the vehicle
moves in secondgear is:
(A) 1500 (B) 2000 (C) 3000 (D) 4500

" "

94. For an automobileengine workingon diesel oil, an acceptablecetane numberwould
be: "

(A) 25 (B) 35 (C) 45 (0) 55 .

95. When an automobileis negotiatinga curve, the torquestransmitted to the individual
roadwheelshaftsthrougha differentialare: ',.

. (A) equal"
(B) directly proportionalto the speedsof the correspondingshafts
(C) inverselyproportionalto the speedsof the correspondingshafts
(D) directlyproportionalto the squareof the speeds of the correspondingshafts

96. If the steering wheel has to be turnedmore in the samedirection during corneringin
order to avoid running out of the curve,the conditionis called:
(A) negotiationof a curve (B) rear angleslipping
(C) oversteering (D)'understeering

97. Applicationof brakes to rear wheelsof car so as to lockthem results in:
(A) swinginground of the rear wheels (B) swinginground,of the frontwheels
(C) the car sliding in a straightcourse (D) the car descendinga,gradient
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98. The percentage of the chemicalenergyof the fuel that is rejectedas heat through the
radiator in an automobileis typically:
(A) 10% (B) 30% (C) 60% (D) 80%

99. The life of a commonsteel-beltedradialtyrecompared to that ofa diagonal bias-ply
tyre is about:
(A) the same (8) three times (C) five times (D) seventimes

100. An automobiletyre is markedP205/65RI5.This means that the tyre is a:

(A) bias ply tyre suitablefor a light truck
. (B)radialtyresuitablefora lighttruck

(C) bias ply tyre suitablefor a passengervehicle
(D) radial tyre suitablefor a passengervehicle

**End of the Question Paper**
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1 D 26 B 51 A 76 A r
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2 B 27 B 52 C 77 B

3 A 28 B 53 A 78 B

4 B 29 A 54 D 79 A.
5 C 30 D 55 A 80 B

,
6 A 31 D 56 C 81 D,

7 C 32 B 57 D 82 A
,

8 D 33 B 58 C 83 D
...

9 A 34 C 59 C 84 C"

10 C 35 D 60 A 85 B
,

11 D 36 A 61 C 86 B
..

12 C 37 D 62 D 87 B.

13 A 38 A 63 D ? 88 A

14 C 39 C 64 A' 89 D
..

15 C 40 C 65 B 90 D'.

16 B 41 B 66 A .. 91 C

17 B 42 B 67 B 92 C ".
18 D 43 D 68 A 93 A,.
19 C 44 B 69 C . 94 C

20 B 45 A 70 D 95 C.
21 C 46 B 71 D 96 C.
22 A 47 D 72 D. 97 B

23 D 48 A 73 B 98 C,
24 C.. 49 C 74 A 99 A

25 B 50 D 75 D . 100 C
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